FINDING CASES BY TOPIC IN NEXIS UNI
Select Nexis Uni from the Library Databases A-Z list.
Open the “All Nexis Uni” Menu

Nexis Uni® Menu

All Nexis Uni

Enter terms, sources, companies, or citations

Advanced Search | Tips | Get a Doc Assistance

Guided Search

What are you interested in?

- News
- Cases
- Law Reviews
- Company Info
- A Publication

Search in all News for

Enter keywords or subjects
For example, select Constitutional Law.

Enter your search terms, preferably with phrases in quotation marks. This is a search for police and "freedom of expression."
Select “Cases” from Results List

The results list opens in News.

Change from News to Cases.

Results for: police w/p "freedom of expression"

| News | 2,317 |
| Law Reviews and Journals | 945 |
| Cases | 458 |
| Statutes and Legislation | 13 |
| Company and Financial | Get |
| Administrative Codes and Regulations | 5 |
| Administrative Materials | 10 |
| Legal News | 45 |
| Briefs, Pleadings and Motions | 133 |
| Directories | 0 |
| Less | |

News (2,317)

P8_TA(2015)0414 Freedom of expression
resolution of 26 November 2015 on freedc

1. ... of human rights by the enforcement agencies and has passer whereas, in spite ...
2. ... introduced a new media policy, which continues to raise conc policy impose limits on media freedom, ...
3. ... Constitution adopted in 2014 enshrines fundamental freedom fundamental freedoms and human rights — ...
4. ... of human rights by the enforcement agencies and has passer whereas, in spite ...
5. ... introduced a new media policy, which continues to raise conc policy impose limits on media freedom...
List of cases on the topic of police and freedom of expression.

1. **Skinner v. Pistoria, 194 Mont. 257**

   **Overview:** On an appeal by the politician in the defamation action, the court held that freedom of expression upon public matters was secured by both the Montana Constitution and the First Amendment.

   ... the city commission in which he accused the lieutenant of misusing police department buy funds. The politician also placed a copy of his ... 

   ... and was cloaked with absolute immunity. The court concluded that (1) freedom of expression upon public matters was secured by both the Montana Constitution and ... 

   ... peaceably to assemble, petition for redress or peaceably protest governmental action. Freedom of expression upon public matters was secured by both the Montana Constitution and ...
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